Enabling Cloud Retail end to end

Order Fulfillment & Inventory Management
- Inventory Forensics
- RTPO
- Cycle counting
- Serial and Lot Control
- Real time inventory
- Insights

Enterprise, Pricing, Promotions & Loyalty
- Discounts
- Promotions
- BOGO
- Coupons
- Loyalty rewards

Customer Experience Management
- Store tablet/ITL
- Self-checkout
- Scan & pay
- Associate mobile
- Mobile task management

Channel Partner engagement
- Channel Partners
- Distributors
- Dealers
- 3P

Global Delivery
- Cross border deployment
- Legal & Fiscal Compliance
- Cloud and/or Hybrid deploy
- Secure deployment
- Modular deployment
- Global support

API
- Store devices
- E-commerce orders
- Web service orders
- Marketplace orders
- EDI order

Headless Commerce
- Trade how you want to
- Design your touchpoint
- Consistent engagement across devices
- Full commerce functionality
- API managed

Comprehensive Order Management
- Omni Channel & Store 2 Store
- Orchestration with multiple systems
- Full order management flexibility

Intelligent Allocation
- Warehouse network
- Inventory transfer
- Intelligent allocation
  - split shipment
  - Multi-shipment